The Truth of Mary Magdalene and Jesus of
Nazareth. Part 2

Poster 8398
User ID: 1297697
United States
08/30/2011 06:22 PM
Re: The Truth of Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth
The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary’s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven’s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel’s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

Good stuff Hilos
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:22 PM

For whom???
None of the sort was involved with Yeshua
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
So that's how the Roman Catholics Justify their actions, good to know, thank you.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
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08/30/2011 06:23 PM
Whew. So many people say I look like him. Now I can tell them I look like John the Baptist instead
^^ Down to long blonde hair/beard/light in the eyes/facial structure/build. Not seen anyone with
eyes like mine -_- Now I can laugh at my vanity and meditate on my folly. Rar
I'll share you a secret. Most of the Paintings of Jesus passed down to us today is of the Baptist,
not Jesus.
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Last Edited by Taomato on 08/30/2011 06:26 PM
Poster 8398
User ID: 1297697
United States
08/30/2011 06:24 PM
I'll share you a secret. Most of the Paintings of Jesus passed down to us today is of the Baptist,
not Jesus.
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
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That pesky John!...?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:24 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary’s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven’s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel’s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

Good stuff Hilos
Quoting: Poster 8398

Thank You. Wonder if anyone has cracked my Handle's meaning yet.
Aunty Flo
User ID: 1523973
Australia
08/30/2011 06:24 PM
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It's moved on from there. That is so last age. He has a new name and everything.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:25 PM

I'll share you a secret. Most of the Paintings of Jesus passed down to us today is of the Baptist,
not Jesus.
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

That pesky John!...?
Quoting: Poster 8398

Haha, ya seriously. Jesus started His ministry after finding a man in the desert who wore a loin
cloth and ate Honey covered Locusts, and Jesus having sex is the part they find crazy????
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1282684
Canada
08/30/2011 06:27 PM
I'll share you a secret. Most of the Paintings of Jesus passed down to us today is of the Baptist,
not Jesus.
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
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...
Quoting: Taomato
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

That I did not know, but I always found it hard to believe he was a Blonde Haired - Blue Eyed
Hippy like most of the portraits of Him display Him to be.
Quoting: HilosPP

Yes, it was John the Baptist that had the blonde hair and lighter eyes.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Makes sense to me appolo, but how did jesus look then? was his skin more "brown" aka tanned?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:29 PM

That's my King you're talkin' about, OP!

[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1445810

Than you have much to learn about your King's truth, that's why it is written "And all things there
were kept hidden will be made known."
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:29 PM
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And the King had HOT marital sex. he got some mu shu..
Got a prob with that?
lol
He was gettin it on !
That's my King you're talkin' about, OP!

[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1445810

Last Edited by APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY on 08/30/2011 06:30 PM
Gr4inZ4nd
User ID: 1528333
Slovakia
08/30/2011 06:29 PM
Jesus and Mary were NOT Adam and Eve reincarnated at all. Not even close.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No kidding really ? i do not believe in any of the religions. Because i have brain and heart, in
opposite to 98% of people who read all the evil n the books and follow the religions believing there
is GOD behind them. The snake got you all !
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:31 PM
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I'll share you a secret. Most of the Paintings of Jesus passed down to us today is of the Baptist,
not Jesus.
...
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

That I did not know, but I always found it hard to believe he was a Blonde Haired - Blue Eyed
Hippy like most of the portraits of Him display Him to be.
Quoting: HilosPP

Yes, it was John the Baptist that had the blonde hair and lighter eyes.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Makes sense to me appolo, but how did jesus look then? was his skin more "brown" aka tanned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1282684

I know a little bit, Yes, I believe he was. From descriptions of him.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:31 PM

That's my King you're talkin' about, OP!

[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1445810

Believe it or not, they will know my truth.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1446338
Ireland
08/30/2011 06:31 PM
The lies certainly are thick in these religions and I can't help but to see that things are not as they
are told to us...it is easy to write stories from what we see as logical...truth be told, I think an
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absolute truth will never come and for those of us who have spent years trying to find it must
conclude that we will believe what we will and love as much as we can but should be slaves to no
man-made religion where people tell you what is truth. A lifetime of seeing truth....and right when
you think you found it and have it in your hands, the sand runs out between the cracks of your
fingers and again blends into the unmeasurable other grains.
Love. That is what we need to do and stand up for what is right. TPTB have so many people
fighting one another over which God is real and which religion will reign it truly saddens me when
if we would just love and not be stupid and live as a part of this creation and finally accept that we
are all connected to each other and every molecule in the universe and beyond. Each passage of
energy and thought affects the next and therefore over a slow moving highway of time and space
we are all connected and affect each other.
So love. And be loved. I think the logic here shows that doing the right thing is not killing, not
raping, not stealing, etc....and respecting the fact that all of this creation we are apart of is
beautiful and magnificent and not an accident but that The One Who Creates ALL created it. I am
so over religion and yet still believe in a pure and calm truth. It cannot be said any other way but
love.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:33 PM

Jesus and Mary were NOT Adam and Eve reincarnated at all. Not even close.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No kidding really ? i do not believe in any of the religions. Because i have brain and heart, in
opposite to 98% of people who read all the evil n the books and follow the religions believing there
is GOD behind them. The snake got you all !
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

Funny people think God is religion yet the world preaches Christ Crucified at the request of the
Sanhedrin. Jesus was crucified for telling the Church to kick rocks and basically everything you
just said.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:33 PM
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The lies certainly are thick in these religions and I can't help but to see that things are not as they
are told to us...it is easy to write stories from what we see as logical...truth be told, I think an
absolute truth will never come and for those of us who have spent years trying to find it must
conclude that we will believe what we will and love as much as we can but should be slaves to no
man-made religion where people tell you what is truth. A lifetime of seeing truth....and right when
you think you found it and have it in your hands, the sand runs out between the cracks of your
fingers and again blends into the unmeasurable other grains.
Love. That is what we need to do and stand up for what is right. TPTB have so many people
fighting one another over which God is real and which religion will reign it truly saddens me when
if we would just love and not be stupid and live as a part of this creation and finally accept that we
are all connected to each other and every molecule in the universe and beyond. Each passage of
energy and thought affects the next and therefore over a slow moving highway of time and space
we are all connected and affect each other.
So love. And be loved. I think the logic here shows that doing the right thing is not killing, not
raping, not stealing, etc....and respecting the fact that all of this creation we are apart of is
beautiful and magnificent and not an accident but that The One Who Creates ALL created it. I am
so over religion and yet still believe in a pure and calm truth. It cannot be said any other way but
love.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1446338
Evan03
User ID: 1376616
United States
08/30/2011 06:34 PM

LOL this whole thread is "I know more than you, I am smarter, your just a sheep." "No, I know the
truth, I am smarter, your the sheep" Do you think God sees any of you favorably when you act this
way.
P.S not all of you are acting like this, but there are quite a few here who want soo much for "their"

version to be the "one true" version that they do this....
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:34 PM
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Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Quoting: HilosPP

he was? there were NO jewish people then, the Khazar zionists named themselves that in the
1700's and re wrote the bible, their were hebrews, judeans, and semites etc, no jewish people. His
Father of his BODY was the Gabriel of Nebadon, his father was not of this world, so how could he
be a jew, if there were not jewish people and his father, was not of this world?
APOLLO you can believe all you want, He was separate from Mary M with whome he did create a
female child, SaRa, and he married again In Kashmir, and that is how it was. I KNOW as I know
HIM personally and HE TOLD ME. And some of the marriage in Kashmir is in the PJ #2, go read
the thing.
There was No resurrection of his body. And he is an old soul so there was no resurrection of his
soul either!!!!!! Please people, wake up. And none of this is that important except for the lies.
Howabout actually walking in his shoes instead? expose 911, get the khazar thugs out of office,
take back your country and so on and so forth
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 06:37 PM
Poster 8398
User ID: 1297697
United States
08/30/2011 06:35 PM
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Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

You know, I have never understood people's big issue with Jesus perhaps just being just a natural
conceived man, not some magic trick from God. Someone with kids, a wife, and every day
strugggles.
To know that he was these things should only make you admire him more for what he was able to
practice, teach, and achieve.
To mistify him is the true insult and copout from taking responsiblity in our own lives.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:37 PM

Jesus and Mary were NOT Adam and Eve reincarnated at all. Not even close.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No kidding really ? i do not believe in any of the religions. Because i have brain and heart, in
opposite to 98% of people who read all the evil n the books and follow the religions believing there
is GOD behind them. The snake got you all !
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

Funny people think God is religion yet the world preaches Christ Crucified at the request of the
Sanhedrin. Jesus was crucified for telling the Church to kick rocks and basically everything you
just said.
Quoting: HilosPP

And God detests religion still.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:38 PM

Bit of a goose, eh.
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Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Quoting: HilosPP

he was? there were NO jewish people then, the Khazar zionists named themselves that in the
1700's and re wrote the bible, their were hebrews, judeans, and semites etc, no jewish people. His
Father of his BODY was the Gabriel of Nebadon, his father was not of this world, so how could he
be a jew, if there were not jewish people and his father, was not of this world?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Haha, you get dumber every day. There was no jewish people back than? So father Abraham and
all his offspring, another story?
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:38 PM

You know, I have never understood people's big issue with Jesus perhaps just being just a natural
conceived man, not some magic trick from God. Someone with kids, a wife, and every day
strugggles.
To know that he was these things should only make you admire him more for what he was able to
practice, teach, and achieve.
To mistify him is the true insult and copout from taking responsiblity in our own lives.
Quoting: Poster 8398

Precisely, Its the mythic, fairy tale expectations that made many reject him back in the day.
It might and most likely will happen again. (frown)
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The Jewish people know full well that heros are born from regular men and that theres nothing
wrong with being human.

Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:38 PM
'If you see the Dhamma, you do not see me. If you see me, you do not see the Dhamma'...
Weeery true.

Jesus and Mary were NOT Adam and Eve reincarnated at all. Not even close.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No kidding really ? i do not believe in any of the religions. Because i have brain and heart, in
opposite to 98% of people who read all the evil n the books and follow the religions believing there
is GOD behind them. The snake got you all !
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

Funny people think God is religion yet the world preaches Christ Crucified at the request of the
Sanhedrin. Jesus was crucified for telling the Church to kick rocks and basically everything you
just said.
Quoting: HilosPP

And God detests religion still.
Quoting: HilosPP
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:39 PM

LOL this whole thread is "I know more than you, I am smarter, your just a sheep." "No, I know the
truth, I am smarter, your the sheep" Do you think God sees any of you favorably when you act this
way.
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P.S not all of you are acting like this, but there are quite a few here who want soo much for "their"

version to be the "one true" version that they do this....
Quoting: Evan03

I actually run the earth based portion of the 2nd Coming organization iwhich Jesus and I created
as a partnership and I actually have met BOTH that were "jesus" and I do know of what I speak
and I am trying here to set the story straight, since it seems to always be such a cause of battle.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 06:40 PM
User ID: 873894
United States
08/30/2011 06:40 PM
The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP

ROFLMAFAO! "The fact of the matter..."
Seriously? So tell me dude, when did you build your first time machine and how did you get past
the negative energy problem for stabilizing the "throat" of the Einstein-Rosen bridge?
As a matter of fact, what the fuck is your energy source? I mean we are talking one HELL of a
powerful antimatter-matter reactor with at least 90% thermodynamic efficiency, right? It's the only
way you would be able to generate the [energy for the] gravitational force necessary to create the
spacetime crossover field. And if you got THAT far, tell me how you were able to survive the
crushing gravity of the bridge's lip (event horizon) in your passage THROUGH the gap.
There are a couple of other "minor" hurdles you would have to overcome to pull off generating and
maintaining this wormhole of yours into the past. But let's assume you did pull it off. Do you have
any evidence? Vids? Photographs? Recorded conversations? Actually, hell, you don't even have
to physically go back there. You can just open up a wormhole and collect the light streaming
through digitally and make a video. Hell, if you have THAT much energy available to you, you can
even move that hole around and follow Jesus throughout His life, recording every single moment
at all times. That would be far more energy efficient (and safer) than sending matter (such as
yourself) through.
However, if you don't have this evidence (which you could have conveniently posted up here or on
you tube) then you are just taking a wild flight of speculation. A shot in the dark of your fucking
imagination. Guesswork if you prefer. And if so, then your wild speculation is just as likely as what
is written in the bible being likely. Hell, given the nature of the evidence presented in the bible
(which I won't bother iterating here as you can research it yourself with your OWN time) - I would
tend to believe the biblical account more than YOUR theoretical account. And if you are
presenting this case from some other historical text you read then I would like to see the
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background of the researcher, the manuscripts from which the data was extracted and the
archeological condition of the dig site throughout the excavation. I would also like to see more of
similar texts (in concordance with one another) found at other dig sites which date back to your
original manuscript's time (or before.)
Other than that, your theory is fail. Actually, I KNOW your theory is fail to begin with because the
archeological finds that are in concordance with the biblical texts are so very numerous and well
detailed in their scientific (archaeological) methods. There are thousands of said writings dating
from various periods all the way back to just a handful of years after the death of Jesus (namely,
some of the epistles of Paul.) All of the historical texts (parchments) read the same way with very
little changes at all (and certainly nothing that is fundamentally scripture breaking.)
So, if I were you, I would go back to the first two paragraphs in this post and read about the
roadblocks to making a workable time machine. Then use it to record the past in digital video
format and post it up for us. Or, of course, you can also stfu. I prefer the latter since ignorantly
moronic tards with an agenda (such as yourself) tend to be the greatest problem in America
today.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:41 PM

Precisely, Its the mythic, fairy tale expectations that made many reject him back in the day.
It might and most likely will happen again. (frown)
The Jewish people know full well that heros are born from regular men and that theres nothing
wrong with being human.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Don't frown Apollo, it is God's only way and you know He would do anything for just one to love
Him in return.
wildhoney
User ID: 1528317
Spain
08/30/2011 06:43 PM
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He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Quoting: HilosPP

he was? there were NO jewish people then, the Khazar zionists named themselves that in the
1700's and re wrote the bible, their were hebrews, judeans, and semites etc, no jewish people. His
Father of his BODY was the Gabriel of Nebadon, his father was not of this world, so how could he
be a jew, if there were not jewish people and his father, was not of this world?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Haha, you get dumber every day. There was no jewish people back than? So father Abraham and
all his offspring, another story?
Quoting: HilosPP

well..correct me if Im wrong..the term jewish..to the best of my knowledge derives from the
term..judean..as from the province of judea..
the term jewish was not adopted till the XVIII century
am I wrong..?
the land you speak of was Roman divided into provinces..Roman Provinces..under Roman
Protectorate that paid taxes to Rome
k?
now go back and read your romantic novels
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:44 PM

God who you ones yet to understand, should be walking in his shoes. where have you been?
there is not a single person called "God" even. Most of you confuse hierarchy with the Father.
Most of you yak about Jesus Father in Heaven, and Jesus came to tell you that his father in
Heaven, is also your Father in Heaven, and you haven't figured that out and its' been left out of all
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the teachings, yet some of you do manage to call yourselves Children of God which is great truth.
you are all Sons of God if you can reason and plan a bit into the future. You have GOD MIND, if
you can and are thus at least faith Sons of God in fact.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 06:45 PM
wildhoney
User ID: 1528317
Spain
08/30/2011 06:44 PM

He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Quoting: HilosPP

he was? there were NO jewish people then, the Khazar zionists named themselves that in the
1700's and re wrote the bible, their were hebrews, judeans, and semites etc, no jewish people. His
Father of his BODY was the Gabriel of Nebadon, his father was not of this world, so how could he
be a jew, if there were not jewish people and his father, was not of this world?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Haha, you get dumber every day. There was no jewish people back than? So father Abraham and
all his offspring, another story?
Quoting: HilosPP

well..correct me if Im wrong..the term jewish..to the best of my knowledge derives from the
term..judean..as from the province of judea..
the term jewish was not adopted till the XVIII century
am I wrong..?
the land you speak of was Roman divided into provinces..Roman Provinces..under Roman
Protectorate that paid taxes to Rome
k?
now go back and read your romantic novels
Quoting: wildhoney

But do correct me if Im wrong
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Gr4inZ4nd
User ID: 1528333
Slovakia
08/30/2011 06:46 PM
Funny people think God is religion yet the world preaches Christ Crucified at the request of the
Sanhedrin. Jesus was crucified for telling the Church to kick rocks and basically everything you
just said.
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

People know GOD trough religion and books, without you would not even know there is some
GOD. So it is clearly aimed to deceive from start on the concept of some GOD is brainwash and
way how to subdue people to slavery, by some aliens. I believe it is the reptilians, and Jesus was
from the grey who communicate trough telepathy, that is why he have heard his father in heaven
speaking trough him. And that is why our government are killing the greys and depicting them as
abducting people etc... because Governments are working for the reptilian in exchange for you !
Last Edited by Gr4inZ4nd on 08/30/2011 06:46 PM
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:47 PM

He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Quoting: HilosPP

he was? there were NO jewish people then, the Khazar zionists named themselves that in the
1700's and re wrote the bible, their were hebrews, judeans, and semites etc, no jewish people. His
Father of his BODY was the Gabriel of Nebadon, his father was not of this world, so how could he
be a jew, if there were not jewish people and his father, was not of this world?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Haha, you get dumber every day. There was no jewish people back than? So father Abraham and
all his offspring, another story?
Quoting: HilosPP

well..correct me if Im wrong..the term jewish..to the best of my knowledge derives from the
term..judean..as from the province of judea..
the term jewish was not adopted till the XVIII century
am I wrong..?
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the land you speak of was Roman divided into provinces..Roman Provinces..under Roman
Protectorate that paid taxes to Rome
k?
now go back and read your romantic novels
Quoting: wildhoney

And save your semantics for a Professors class room where such meager tricks are entertained.
Jewish, Israeli, Hebrew, those who claim lineage to Father Abraham is whom I speak and Jesus
was born of them, a descendant of King David.
ThaBigOne
User ID: 1259259
United States
08/30/2011 06:47 PM
I would like to ask for a shred of proof backing this up. A REAL, ACTUAL piece of proof. Of
course, there is ZERO proof, just some speculation and sensationalism from a few. I have been
reading this post and noticed several folks state "Hell is not real" I am sure you have heard this:
the devil's best trick is to persuade you that he doesn't exist!"

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1514002
United States
08/30/2011 06:47 PM
To know that he was these things should only make you admire him more for what he was able to
practice, teach, and achieve.
To mistify him is the true insult and copout from taking responsiblity in our own lives.
Quoting: Poster 8398

could not have said it better AC, sell that to the irresponsible, confused and focused on everything
outside of themselves.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:48 PM

Funny people think God is religion yet the world preaches Christ Crucified at the request of the
Sanhedrin. Jesus was crucified for telling the Church to kick rocks and basically everything you
just said.
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Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

People know GOD trough religion and books, without you would not even know there is some
GOD. So it is clearly aimed to deceive from start on the concept of some GOD is brainwash and
way how to subdue people to slavery, by some aliens. I believe it is the reptilians, and Jesus was
from the grey who communicate trough telepathy, that is why he have heard his father in heaven
speaking trough him. And that is why our government are killing the greys and depicting them as
abducting people etc... because Governments are working for the reptilian in exchange for you !
Quoting: HilosPP

Don't presume to tell me what I would and would not know if not for the church and religion. I was
once an Aethiest and no book or man made church has ever convinced me otherwise.
wildhoney
User ID: 1528317
Spain
08/30/2011 06:49 PM

he was? there were NO jewish people then, the Khazar zionists named themselves that in the
1700's and re wrote the bible, their were hebrews, judeans, and semites etc, no jewish people. His
Father of his BODY was the Gabriel of Nebadon, his father was not of this world, so how could he
be a jew, if there were not jewish people and his father, was not of this world?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Haha, you get dumber every day. There was no jewish people back than? So father Abraham and
all his offspring, another story?
Quoting: HilosPP

well..correct me if Im wrong..the term jewish..to the best of my knowledge derives from the
term..judean..as from the province of judea..
the term jewish was not adopted till the XVIII century
am I wrong..?
the land you speak of was Roman divided into provinces..Roman Provinces..under Roman
Protectorate that paid taxes to Rome
k?
now go back and read your romantic novels
Quoting: wildhoney
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And save your semantics for a Professors class room where such meager tricks are entertained.
Jewish, Israeli, Hebrew, those who claim lineage to Father Abraham is whom I speak and Jesus
was born of them, a descendant of King David.
Quoting: HilosPP

since when is Jesus His body smart guy?
Isnt His Father God and isnt God spirit?
Jesus is NOT Hisd body..He is His spirit..
if he were His body NO ONE would have been allowed to touch it let alone tear it to pieces..
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:49 PM

the word Jew is not from the term Judean. It is MISUED from a word in either aramaic or Hebrew,
shit, tired, that sounds like our english word YOU. the word means CHILD OF GOD, not a chosen
race of God.
This is how the satanic ones LIE. They take a word that sounds like YOU, that means Child of
God, and change it to a similar word JEW, and then call themseles the chosen race. Go figure.
At any rate, YOU in English because all who can THINK are children of the Father, means literally
I hope you will agree, YOU the child of god. Lovely IMHO.
Of course, we ought to now make every word in every language meaning "You" be translated as a
child of god.
Evan03
User ID: 1376616
United States
08/30/2011 06:51 PM
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LOL this whole thread is "I know more than you, I am smarter, your just a sheep." "No, I know the
truth, I am smarter, your the sheep" Do you think God sees any of you favorably when you act this
way.
P.S not all of you are acting like this, but there are quite a few here who want soo much for "their"

version to be the "one true" version that they do this....
Quoting: Evan03

I actually run the earth based portion of the 2nd Coming organization iwhich Jesus and I created
as a partnership and I actually have met BOTH that were "jesus" and I do know of what I speak
and I am trying here to set the story straight, since it seems to always be such a cause of battle.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have asked many times for anything that can even slightly validate your extreme
claims......Etraordinary claims require extraordinary proof. I am even giving you the benefit of the
doubt, I havnt straight up called you a liar. I have been waiting to see at least some small piece of
evidence.
Last Edited by Evan03 on 08/30/2011 06:54 PM
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:51 PM
What's his birth sign? I'm guessing hers is Scorpio.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:53 PM
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Don't frown Apollo, it is God's only way and you know He would do anything for just one to love
Him in return.
Quoting: HilosPP

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1136725
United States
08/30/2011 06:53 PM
LOL this whole thread is "I know more than you, I am smarter, your just a sheep." "No, I know the
truth, I am smarter, your the sheep" Do you think God sees any of you favorably when you act this
way.
P.S not all of you are acting like this, but there are quite a few here who want soo much for "their"

version to be the "one true" version that they do this....
Quoting: Evan03

I actually run the earth based portion of the 2nd Coming organization iwhich Jesus and I created
as a partnership and I actually have met BOTH that were "jesus" and I do know of what I speak
and I am trying here to set the story straight, since it seems to always be such a cause of battle.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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I have asked many times for anything that can even slightly validate your extreme
claims......Etraordinary claims require extraordinary proof. I am even giving you the benefit of the
doubt, I havnt straight up called you a liar. I have been waiting to see at least some small pieve of
evidence.
Quoting: Evan03

He/she/it CANNOT provide any proof because it is all a LIE either created in their head or
straight from the pit of hell...
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 06:53 PM

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40 nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

The spirit like the dove was his MONAD. I also Have MY MONAD. the Monad is the part of ones
soul that stores the knowledge one has learned.
The voice saying thou art my beloved son was Gabriel of Nebadon from a Craft. Jesus then

ascended into the CRAFT
upcoming ministry.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

and left for 40 days of study in preparation for the

Interesting your view.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Not my view, my knowing.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Im to sweet for this world.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:53 PM

And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

what the shit is this statement OP? Jesus and Mary M were not these others. Adam and eve are
not walking this earth at this time, Krishna is on craft, jesus and mary M, (real names esu and
Nada) are returned on craft and how is Jesus serving his 30 years in hell? Where the fuck did that
story come from, I have NEVEr hear that one of all the stories I have read. there is NO hell by the
way. I have only "heard" the very false story that he descended into Hell and then arose in that
stupid thing I had to say in the episcopal church growing up, the Apostolic creed? Also use by
Catholic church.
I can't wait until we do get and tv and correct all these lies and I assume Krisha and Mohammed
and the other masters who have come to earth, will be cleaning up all the garbage spun as
religion also. I wonder if Muslims get on the web some place and carry on as you christians do??
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 06:56 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1527675
Egypt
08/30/2011 06:55 PM
The SOLUTION! WE ALL MARCH TO THE VATICAN AND DEMAND TO OPEN THE SECRET
ARCHIVE!
That would end all the religious fighting and we have a right to know about the true history! What
is stopping us and who are they to keep this from us hidden?

APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
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United States
08/30/2011 06:57 PM

The SOLUTION! WE ALL MARCH TO THE VATICAN AND DEMAND TO OPEN THE SECRET
ARCHIVE!
That would end all the religious fighting and we have a right to know about the true history! What
is stopping us and who are they to keep this from us hidden?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527675

Sounds fun, I want to live there. Maybe Ill be the next Pope.

Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:57 PM

Beautiful Hilos, thank you, It is indeed a beautiful love story. All ordained before hand under the
starry alignments.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

all false apollo. throw away your own illuminati stuff. Most of it is wrong, and in these final days we
are speaking plain english by the way, and not in riddles.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:58 PM
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Jesus was a child, hence 'begotten'
a mans son is always his son, but only briefly his child,
so-to-speak
begotten = child
Jesus was the only child....
Quoting: Sugarelf

jesus had 8 brothers and sisters, born of mary and Joseph after him. I have explained who his
father was elsewhere in this thread, as to the genetic father.
The word ONLY BEGOTTEN refers to each and every Son of god, as NONE Match. the
experience of all varies. begotten does mean created, all of you have been created in some way,
and sex does not create a soul in and of itself.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 06:59 PM
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:59 PM
Did you say he had Saggitarius rising? O_o
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528394
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:00 PM
After Jesus declared war i stopped reading.....
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:00 PM
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Beautiful Hilos, thank you, It is indeed a beautiful love story. All ordained before hand under the
starry alignments.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

all false apollo. throw away your own illuminati stuff. Most of it is wrong, and in these final days we
are speaking plain english by the way, and not in riddles.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

LOL.
I only knew one other person into that Urantia book, He was married, but also worked as a sex
tantra instructor . He got a lot extra mu shu, lol
I dont fly that way,.. proof is in the pudding.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528185
United States
08/30/2011 07:01 PM
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His
nose was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

What are you angry at God about?

Why do you mock Him?

Jesus Christ is God, Second Person of the most holy Trinity.
The "marital act" is His idea, He has no need of it. This
is the stupidest thread. Beyond stupid.
Tell everyone their soul is not immortal. Must be your belief since you could care less where you
are headed.
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Repent now, God respects your free will, your choice to blaspheme Him.
God loves you, He is your creator OP,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528185

God did not Create me, and when you stand before God and are judged be sure to tell Him I said
so.
Quoting: HilosPP

Definitely not the bolded, the rest, yes, some Truth, there is a judgment, two of them, our
particular judgment and the final judgment.
Let me ask about the first, OP who did create you? Share...

thanks,
Gr4inZ4nd
User ID: 1528333
Slovakia
08/30/2011 07:02 PM
what the shit is this statement OP? Jesus and Mary M were not these others. Adam and eve are
not walking this earth at this time, Krishna is on craft, jesus and mary M, (real names esu and
Nada) are returned on craft and how is Jesus serving his 30 years in hell? Where the fuck did that
story come from, I have NEVEr hear that one of all the stories I have read. there is NO hell by the
way.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Of course there is no hell, GOD said for your sin the punishment will be DEATH, so from Adam on
all are suffering for the sin with DEATH, until GOD the real creator, take back his decision, nobody
can go nowhere just DIE.
All this, there is other place afterlife etc are lies from the snake, which was banished here with
Adam+Eve and created all religions. There is only hell if you eat from the fruit of life = Immortality,
which the snake promised and thus break the second commandment. Only one who promised
eternal life was JESUS = snake !
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:03 PM

After Jesus declared war i stopped reading.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528394
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He declared war on Satans Kingdom. Do not be a part of Satans Kingdom. This world is of Satan,
a materialistic world full of greed and selfishness. Dont be fooled by the treasures and wealth of
this world that wont lest long but become part of something much more bigger. Search Gods
treasures in Heaven and those treasures can be found in your heart.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:04 PM

what the shit is this statement OP? Jesus and Mary M were not these others. Adam and eve are
not walking this earth at this time, Krishna is on craft, jesus and mary M, (real names esu and
Nada) are returned on craft and how is Jesus serving his 30 years in hell? Where the fuck did that
story come from, I have NEVEr hear that one of all the stories I have read. there is NO hell by the
way.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Of course there is no hell, GOD said for your sin the punishment will be DEATH, so from Adam on
all are suffering for the sin with DEATH, until GOD the real creator, take back his decision, nobody
can go nowhere just DIE.
All this, there is other place afterlife etc are lies from the snake, which was banished here with
Adam+Eve and created all religions. There is only hell if you eat from the fruit of life = Immortality,
which the snake promised and thus break the second commandment. Only one who promised
eternal life was JESUS = snake !
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

"Nahash" (serpent) and the gematria of "Mashiah" (messiah) = 358...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528399
United States
08/30/2011 07:05 PM
Wrong Mary! Mary Magdalene was a different person!
She was one of the followers of Christ...some believe (as I do) that she and Jesus were married...
Better get your Mary's straight if you are going to be arguing the Bible!
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 07:06 PM

the star in the sky when he was born was Nibiru. An immaculate conception without intercourse is
the placing of an embryo created in a lab which is how that embryo was created. A physical body
requires dna. Mother Mary was his genetic mother, the genetic father was Gabriel of Nebadon, for
you UB readers. TEST TUBE BABY folks, better bodies that those on the earth were needed and
masters are almost always test tube kids, even when they are born to married people. You would
not believe how many test tube babies walk this planet right now, myself included.
Mary M was a whore but not by choice. She was given by her father to a man who sold her to be
a whore. it was not her choice. She was gotten out of that situation. there were 12 women
disciples and she was their leader.
He spent most of life taking care of his mother after joseph died and being otherwise the oldest
male child. He traveled often also with his uncle Joseph of Arithmethia, sorry I can't spell that
today, who was a traveling tin man.
Jesus and Mary M had a child together, born after the crucifixion. Mary M and others were placed
on a boat into the mediterranean which was guilded to France and she walked ashore with the
child in her arms. Jesus did not die on the cross, he walked out of the grave, visited his buddies

and ascended into one of these
to get him the hell out of that place. He was
dropped off near Damascus and met Saul there, blinded him with fireworks and Paul then became
his worst enemy teaching all mucked up.
jesus went on to India, settled in Kashmir, married a local women and had 5 kids. That marvelous
DNA was thug inserted there and in europe. You can be sure all of the holy family were in fact test
tube babies.
Jesus left this plane at about 115 years of age. the body is buried near Srinagar, kashmir. His son
Joseph took some scrolls written by Judas back to the old grave first grave. Judas the best friend
of Jesus and scribed many of the stories over the years. he was not a betrayer, he was FRAMED,
the betrayer had a similar name and did hang himself in shame for what he did.
Around 1961 those scrolls were unearthed and you can read what was left of them, translated
from the aramaic by Judas himself to english here.:
[link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
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also the scrolls were first translated to German after they were found, and the book translated to
english, google "the talmud of Immanuel" or Jmmanuel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bro, take your crap else where, there is nothing above God, not even your Alien dribble.
Quoting: HilosPP
You take your crap someplace else, because I happen to know both of them personally, both are
returned, and this is the TRUTH. take it or leave it, your choice and no concern of mine. Maybe
others will appreciate the truth. I am SIS by the way. not a bro, but that matters not.

Jesus was and IS an ET, what else did you expect? as am I.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No, you don't. And this is my thread is all I was stating. I have warned you several times now on
pedaling the Book of Uranus and find myself having to warn you once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

well OP get a paid membership and ban me. Until then I will tell the truth. Now I have it confirmed
you provided that really stupid red karma to my account. the book of Urantia is actually given by
many of the HOSTS of HEAVEN, and IS the promised WORD for these end times. And when that
was not going well, the Phoenix Journals written by mostly Michael of Nebadon, pretending as
Hatonn were given to wake people up to the current issues facing this world and the thugs
interfered with those too. you have spat on god's words and I bet you didn't read any of them
before you did that.
Aunty Flo
User ID: 1523973
Australia
08/30/2011 07:08 PM

Is it anyones business what he got up to in the 'bed chamber'? Sex IS love, and it feels good.
What do you reckon?
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:08 PM
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Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40
nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

-40 degrees Celsius = -40 degrees Fahrenheit exactly....
Jesus was presented at the Temple in Jerusalem when he was 40 days old as well.... Luke 2:2240
Quoting: Sugarelf

Jesus spent 40 days in the desert with Satan
Jesus spent 40 days at home with Mary
Luke in Greek is 'Kata'
'Kata' in Russian = V
Mary Ma g da-lene = Mary mother of god, the lion
Kata = Cato = Catholic
Lion is synonymous with Asia

the Gospel of Luke is in reality the Gospel of Mary, the Virgin Mary, from Asia
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1488484
United States
08/30/2011 07:08 PM
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And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

Shiva has real power ?.
Quoting: Shephardi

Shiva is His Goddess.
Quoting: HilosPP

False, it's Krishna and Radha...People get away with religious murder on these boards
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:09 PM

Creatures from the North....
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:10 PM

Gr4inZ4nd
User ID: 1528333
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Slovakia
08/30/2011 07:10 PM
Quoting: PAL

Exactly!!! It's a godless mock of God Himself.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:11 PM

Quoting: Sugarelf

Wow, ever tried smoking weed? That would be something for you because you think and think.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:12 PM

Creatures from the North....
Quoting: Sugarelf

North=Nordics=Cold
South=South Africa=HOT

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1517716
United States
08/30/2011 07:13 PM
Dear OP: this is the DUMBEST post I've ever read. You really have your facts mixed up. You don't
even cite your definitions properly. Ge your Mary's straight too.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528394
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:14 PM
After Jesus declared war i stopped reading.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528394

He declared war on Satans Kingdom. Do not be a part of Satans Kingdom. This world is of Satan,
a materialistic world full of greed and selfishness. Dont be fooled by the treasures and wealth of
this world that wont lest long but become part of something much more bigger. Search Gods
treasures in Heaven and those treasures can be found in your heart.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

If i understand anything from Jesus teachings and i think i do Jesus doesnt want anything to do
with war. He rather turns the other cheeck.
So any human who explains Jesus teachings and thinks wars have to been fought for it i dont
follow.
Cheers
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 07:16 PM
Is it anyones business what he got up to in the 'bed chamber'? Sex IS love, and it feels good.
What do you reckon?
Quoting: Aunty Flo
No, it is not. How many one-night stands are these in these times? I've never really slept around
but now the thought of it fills me with loathing. If you think sex = love then you need your head
examined.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:16 PM
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Quoting: Sugarelf

SugarElf, Next June the Venus pentagram will be UPSIDE DOWN ! The 8 year Venus transit !
What Joy !
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:16 PM

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40
nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

-40 degrees Celsius = -40 degrees Fahrenheit exactly....
Jesus was presented at the Temple in Jerusalem when he was 40 days old as well.... Luke 2:2240
Quoting: Sugarelf

Jesus spent 40 days in the desert with Satan
Jesus spent 40 days at home with Mary
Luke in Greek is 'Kata'
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'Kata' in Russian = V
Mary Ma g da-lene = Mary mother of god, the lion
Kata = Cato = Catholic
Lion is synonymous with Asia

the Gospel of Luke is in reality the Gospel of Mary, the Virgin Mary, from Asia
Quoting: Sugarelf

Wow, ever tried smoking weed? That would be something for you because you think and think.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

been pullin' weeds for a couple of days now....

anyways -there is a reason why they call it 'mother rusha', and the similarities between the Greek and
Russian alphabets....
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:18 PM

Dear OP: this is the DUMBEST post I've ever read. You really have your facts mixed up. You don't
even cite your definitions properly. Ge your Mary's straight too.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1517716

I do know he meant Mary Magdalene and Jesus as a couple . It is odd though, there being two
Marys.
Mara means from the sea and Magdala means Tower btw...
Last Edited by APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY on 08/30/2011 07:31 PM
Gr4inZ4nd
User ID: 1528333
Slovakia
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08/30/2011 07:18 PM
Exactly!!! It's a godless mock of God Himself.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528185

People there are just 2 commandments,
1. DO NOT EAT FROM THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE - Broken Adam
2. DO NOT EAT FROM THE TREE OF LIFE - Awaiting Descendants
The snake Jesus will give you Immortality, only what you have to do is refuse and hold the only
commandment left.
Some will take some will refuse, in any case God get his children, an Jesus his
but do not forget that only if you are Immortal you can be tortured and never die.
Ice
User ID: 1502408
United States
08/30/2011 07:18 PM

OP
what do you know about truth ?
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:19 PM

Quoting: Sugarelf

That is cool SugarElf !
Was Isis from Asia btw ? I saw a old Masonic Print and it was of Isis and she was Asian, I found
that interesting, She looked like Kwan Yin.
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Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:20 PM

Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

pentagram is symbolic of Mercury in this fashion....Eastern Star
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 07:20 PM

"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970

The Catholic church also teach Jesus never got married, did you take the time to read the thread
title?
Quoting: HilosPP

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5
with a local woman he married in Kashmir.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Can you please explain what difference makes to know Jesus had 6 kids? Is there a pure DNA
still around in the planet? and the vast majority of the non-pure DNA carriers are what? sinners?
cursed? send them to eternal punish?...thanks

Quoting: *Lo & Li*

it doesn't make any difference in the once sense, but this thread is about mary m and Jesus so I
tell the truth since they have shared their story with me personally and it is the role of this 2nd
Coming organization that we created together to get the truth out there simply because of man is
used to kill each other over stuff like this. The greater importance, is the adam and eve missions
to a planet have a huge purpose of upgrading the planetary races with a higher form of DNa and I
am not going to tell that story again right now. But it failed. So the divine DNa is being inserted in
other ways, and even currently, especially currently using test tube babies. My own embryo was
created in that manner which I have stated often.
These races of man have become genetically mucked up and this is a method of correction and
some DNA MUCH HIGHER than what the adam and eve's, were gifted to this planet thru these 6
children and others. Man need a better temple for his soul and the dark brothers are always
downgrading the DNA to make slaves on this world.
You see the slave DNa, the simple 2 stranded DNa is not even as good as what the common
animals like dogs and cats have. animals at least have contact with the etheric and slave people
do not. slave people are used as cannon fodder and religion is used to keep them under control
with a false story that if they are good little slaves they get to go to heaven with jesus or whoever
and party for eternity. It was worked well.
Souls must have bodies they can incarnate into to gather living experience and it's the normal way
of avatars to incarnate also as teachers and other reasons. On this sick planet, they must thus
arrive by birth having been started as test tube babies, because slave DNA can't be incarnated
into by anyone, including the animals. This is a planet to create new souls and the animals are
moved up into human bodies at some point, and the thugs keep the bodies so low even the
animals can't move up.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 07:23 PM
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:21 PM
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Quoting: Sugarelf

Yes, I know of the Eastern Stars of womens Masonry. The print is beautiful..
Create The Change
User ID: 1480764
United States
08/30/2011 07:22 PM

Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Here's a famous Christian musician who wrote Awesome God who sang ALL about it but most
don't listen to the words they are so hyped up being Holy.
Rich Mullins "Everyman"

This is ALL about magdalene and the babies quickening dancing within at the Crucifiction even.
You have to ignore this misleading scripture here to no throw you off. Listen to the end.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:24 PM

Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

i have no idea what her actual race was by today's standards
simply the words that describe her origin is all i can add
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 07:27 PM
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What's his birth sign? I'm guessing hers is Scorpio.
Quoting: Taomato

Sagitarius 1980
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:28 PM

What's his birth sign? I'm guessing hers is Scorpio.
Quoting: Taomato

Sagitarius 1980
Quoting: HilosPP

Mines Sagitarius, the 11th.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:29 PM

Quoting: Create The Change
Nice ! It is about Her and the Children, The King was her husband and the childs Father
She brought the world a lamb and took warning from a dream
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From an empty tomb she ran for her children she would weep
In her womb a baby danced she'd been waiting for a King
She was everyman she was everyman
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:30 PM

What's his birth sign? I'm guessing hers is Scorpio.
Quoting: Taomato

Sagitarius 1980
Quoting: HilosPP

Im a Capricorn Western zodiac, Sagitarrius in Vedic/Field Zodiac
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 07:31 PM

I would like to ask for a shred of proof backing this up. A REAL, ACTUAL piece of proof. Of
course, there is ZERO proof, just some speculation and sensationalism from a few. I have been
reading this post and noticed several folks state "Hell is not real" I am sure you have heard this:
the devil's best trick is to persuade you that he doesn't exist!"
Quoting: ThaBigOne
The man was crucified and resurrected Himself from the dead and still people didn't believe. So
what exactly are you asking for when you demand proof?
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:32 PM
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Quoting: Sugarelf

Aha, I think Russia got Orthodox Christianity from Ancient Greece. They past their religion or
traditions to the rest of the world. Just like the word Satan derives from Sanat Kumura from
hinduism or something like that..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1514231
United States
08/30/2011 07:34 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1517716
Did he get the Marys mixed up? Not sure if I saw that or not, But I do know he meant Mary
Magdalene and Jesus as a couple . It is odd though, there being two Marys.
Mara means from the sea and Magdala means Tower btw...
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Magdala - "Tower" of Strength, The female half of God, Jesus the male half of God = Twin
"Towers", Gemini Twins.
9/11. . .The Twin Towers - The ten year warning marker to destroy Jesus and Mary, the King and
Queen of Heaven.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:35 PM

Quoting: Haile Menelik

I'm the first.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:36 PM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

That's comforting :P
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:37 PM

Im a Capricorn Western zodiac, Sagitarrius in Vedic/Field Zodiac
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Was wondering what you were.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:38 PM

I'm the first.
Quoting: HilosPP

Yes, you was 5 years when I was born.
Lygeia
User ID: 1528438
United States
08/30/2011 07:38 PM
"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
Um. NO. What this means is that Mary's mother conceived Mary without sin and therefore Mary
was without sin so she was the perfect mother for the Son of God.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 07:39 PM
Matthew 19
1And it came to pass, that when Jesus had finished these sayings, he departed from
Galilee, and came into the coasts of Judaea beyond Jordan;
2And great multitudes followed him; and he healed them there.
3The Pharisees also came unto him, tempting him, and saying unto him, Is it lawful for a
man to put away his wife for every cause?
4And he answered and said unto them, Have ye not read, that he which made them at the
beginning made them male and female,
5And said, For this cause shall a man leave father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife:
and they twain shall be one flesh?
6Wherefore they are no more twain, but one flesh. What therefore God hath joined
together, let not man put asunder.
7They say unto him, Why did Moses then command to give a writing of divorcement, and to
put her away?
8He saith unto them, Moses because of the hardness of your hearts suffered you to put
away your wives: but from the beginning it was not so.
9And I say unto you, Whosoever shall put away his wife, except it be for fornication, and
shall marry another, committeth adultery: and whoso marrieth her which is put away doth
commit adultery.
10His disciples say unto him, If the case of the man be so with his wife, it is not good to
marry.
11But he said unto them, All men cannot receive this saying, save they to whom it is given.
12For there are some eunuchs, which were so born from their mother's womb: and there
are some eunuchs, which were made eunuchs of men: and there be eunuchs, which have
made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake. He that is able to receive it,
let him receive it.

lol
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 07:39 PM
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Report Abusive Post
Quoting: overmind

the incarnation was of TWO. and the UB did hint at that actually, but I don't have the place
marked.
They don't have sons on any of the other 6 because those are on worlds where people are not
sex folks.
This incarnation was a partnership. The creator son more or less hitched a ride with Esu. Shared
the experience in other words but was not actually in charge of the Body. Esu had the kids, not
the creator son thusly. It was PLANNED THAT WAY. to bring in better DNA because of the failed
adam and eve mission.
It was necessary to protect this method up uplifting of the races so it was NOT covered in the UB.
this is also why re incarnation is left out and in fact denied, because of the uplifting of DNA
program so star seeds CAN use bodies here.
I am from paradise and I am not IN this body, spirit beings can't be IN bodies, only linked to them,
but the linkage can't even happen if the body is of less than animal level DNA. Thugs have kept
much of the dna on this planet at the automaton level.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 07:41 PM
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:40 PM

Yes, I know of the Eastern Stars of womens Masonry. The print is beautiful..
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

all about the females, as it/me/us has always been....

Mathew 2:2
....for we have seen his star in the east....
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east star
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:41 PM

Yes, you was 5 years when I was born.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

So is TT he posts on a lot of Apollo's threads as well, hmm.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:42 PM

all about the females, as it/me/us has always been....

Mathew 2:2
....for we have seen his star in the east....
east star
Quoting: Sugarelf

Ahhhhh.
But of course....
wow.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1514231
United States
08/30/2011 07:44 PM
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That's comforting :P
Quoting: HilosPP
Israel, the old covenant people, turned their backs on God and God divorced them. God made a
new covenant with His bride Mary M. It is the old covenant people who were so hateful and
wanted to destroy Jesus and Mary. Of course, God's plan is perfect. Evil cannot ever win over
Love and Truth.
(You know why God is looking down from Heaven laughing at all of His enemies ?. . . . He already
read the end of the book ! :)
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:45 PM

Quoting: Taomato
Ahh no love for Hilos, He is a Sagitarius.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1461317
United States
And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

Shiva has real power ?.
Quoting: Shephardi

Shiva was a man BTW
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1506171
United States
08/30/2011 07:46 PM
This is blasphemy.
Where is the source of this information regarding Jesus? Provide the sources of this "new"
information about Jesus and Mary Magdalene. Don't state the Bible - it will tear your entire
presentation to shreds.
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You're completely off regarding all aspects in your original post. I'm not even a Roman Catholic
and I can tell you you're wrong, even in explaining the concept of "immaculate conception"...
The doctrine of the "Immaculate Conception" states that Mary THE MOTHER OF JESUS was
conceived without sin by her parents, so that as a pure vessel she would be able to give birth to
the Son of God, Jesus...
This is identified by the Roman Catholics as a special grace provided by God necessary for the
birth of Jesus Christ.
Also, tell me OP, which Mary (besides the mother of Jesus) is actually Mary Magdalene. Because
there are several mentioned. Which one are you talking about?
The Christians who delivered to us the Bible, which allow you to even the know the name of Jesus
Christ, testify and hold to this as faith - that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, Mary, who was
indeed bethrothed to Joseph the carpenter. She remained a virgin for the rest of your life.
That Jesus is Adam reincarnated is a stupid lie; answer this OP, who was it that walked with
Adam in the Garden of Eden? Did Adam create himself? Because it says in this same Bible that
Adam was a created being and that Jesus Christ is God IN THE FLESH. As in, THE ONE WHO
CREATED ADAM IN THE FIRST PLACE.
This isn't to try to convert any of you; I am not the person to do so. But I want to clarify the vicious
slander coming out of the OP's mouth. Wherever he is getting his information from is not the New
Testament, which tells us of Jesus in the first place.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 07:46 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1517716
Did he get the Marys mixed up? Not sure if I saw that or not, But I do know he meant Mary
Magdalene and Jesus as a couple . It is odd though, there being two Marys.
Mara means from the sea and Magdala means Tower btw...
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Magdala - "Tower" of Strength, The female half of God, Jesus the male half of God = Twin
"Towers", Gemini Twins.
9/11. . .The Twin Towers - The ten year warning marker to destroy Jesus and Mary, the King and
Queen of Heaven.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

Magdala actually means: "Tower of fish".
Salt
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User ID: 1313099
United States
08/30/2011 07:47 PM

Quoting: me777

awesome
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:47 PM

2 and 2 is 5

2 and 2 is 22
V = 22 english letter
V = roman 5
V = 'Kata' in Russian
'Kata' = Luke in Greek

human fetal heartbeat begins 22nd day of pregnancy, which is the 5th week of said pregnancy
5 weeks, aka: 5 7's
two number 2s form Omega(one inverted)
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the symbol itself inverted becomes: 7 5

life begins at ovulation....
Last Edited by Sugarelf on 08/30/2011 07:48 PM
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:47 PM

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His
nose was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

What are you angry at God about?

Why do you mock Him?

Jesus Christ is God, Second Person of the most holy Trinity.
The "marital act" is His idea, He has no need of it. This
is the stupidest thread. Beyond stupid.
Tell everyone their soul is not immortal. Must be your belief since you could care less where you
are headed.
Repent now, God respects your free will, your choice to blaspheme Him.
God loves you, He is your creator OP,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528185

God did not Create me, and when you stand before God and are judged be sure to tell Him I said
so.
Quoting: HilosPP
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Definitely not the bolded, the rest, yes, some Truth, there is a judgment, two of them, our
particular judgment and the final judgment.
Let me ask about the first, OP who did create you? Share...

thanks,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528185

The parent's of my Immortal Spirit.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:49 PM

This is blasphemy.
Where is the source of this information regarding Jesus? Provide the sources of this "new"
information about Jesus and Mary Magdalene. Don't state the Bible - it will tear your entire
presentation to shreds.

You're completely off regarding all aspects in your original post. I'm not even a Roman Catholic
and I can tell you you're wrong, even in explaining the concept of "immaculate conception"...
The doctrine of the "Immaculate Conception" states that Mary THE MOTHER OF JESUS was
conceived without sin by her parents, so that as a pure vessel she would be able to give birth to
the Son of God, Jesus...
This is identified by the Roman Catholics as a special grace provided by God necessary for the
birth of Jesus Christ.
Also, tell me OP, which Mary (besides the mother of Jesus) is actually Mary Magdalene. Because
there are several mentioned. Which one are you talking about?
The Christians who delivered to us the Bible, which allow you to even the know the name of Jesus
Christ, testify and hold to this as faith - that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, Mary, who was
indeed bethrothed to Joseph the carpenter. She remained a virgin for the rest of your life.
That Jesus is Adam reincarnated is a stupid lie; answer this OP, who was it that walked with
Adam in the Garden of Eden? Did Adam create himself? Because it says in this same Bible that
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Adam was a created being and that Jesus Christ is God IN THE FLESH. As in, THE ONE WHO
CREATED ADAM IN THE FIRST PLACE.
This isn't to try to convert any of you; I am not the person to do so. But I want to clarify the vicious
slander coming out of the OP's mouth. Wherever he is getting his information from is not the New
Testament, which tells us of Jesus in the first place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

ADAM KADMON
ADAM KADMON, the Birth of Messiah. Compiled by Apollo

In the Sephir Yetizerah. It is said that the birth of Adam took place on Rosh Hashanah, the New
year in the year . September , 3761. it is said he was the first true human being with a soul that
made him into a spiritual being.
Before Adam it is siad that 974 generations lived, or 25,000 years ago. Mankind did live in a
physical and mental form(made from the dust. Genesis 2:7) but lacked a soul. It was this soul of
Mosiach however that hovered about the waters..
And the spirit of G-d hovered [above the waters]." Our Sages tell us that this is actually referring to
the soul of Moshiach. The Hebrew words in the verse "v'ruach Elokim m'rachefet" have the same
numerical value as the words "This is the spirit of Melech HaMoshiach" - zeh haya rucho shel
Melech HaMashiach.
(from Discover Moshiach)
Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Aveer Qadmon is the Azoth or Primitive Air from the first
matter.
Here is a interesting qoute'
Adam will supposedly be reincarnated as the Messiah, the Third Adam "when time will finally
cease." (Rev.10:6)
"Each major historical period had its progenitor who took the role of the new Adam." - 66:8
"…in the context of the larger Kabbalistic views…the secret of the name Adam apparently points
to a well-known acronym: ‘Adam, David, Mashiyah’….mean(ing) that Adam’s soul has been
reincarnated in the body of David, who will return as the Messiah… The Messiah therefore, will
possess the soul that first inhabited Adam [the primordial ideal man] and then David." - 293:189
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last
become the last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease
[according to the secret lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244 (watch pair.com)
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:49 PM
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And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

Shiva has real power ?.
Quoting: Shephardi

Shiva is His Goddess.
Quoting: HilosPP

False, it's Krishna and Radha...People get away with religious murder on these boards
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1488484

Like I said, I stand corrected all I have ever read is the Bible, than Radha is His Goddess.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:50 PM

Jesus is the Alpha and the Omega.
The Beginning and the End.
He was there from the Beginning and he will be there at the End.
Hebrews 1
13 But to which of the angels said he at any time, Sit on my right hand, until I make thine enemies
thy footstool?
Jesus confirming he will be coming in the End of Days
Marcus 14
61 But he held his peace, and answered nothing. Again the high priest asked him, and said unto
him, Art thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed?
62 And Jesus said, I am: and ye shall see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, and
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coming in the clouds of heaven.
Jesus confirming he was from the Beginning and he will be in the End..
Revelation 1
7 Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every eye shall see him, and they also which pierced him:
and all kindreds of the earth shall wail because of him. Even so, Amen.
8 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was,
and which is to come, the Almighty.
Last Edited by Haile Menelik on 08/30/2011 07:52 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1514231
United States
08/30/2011 07:50 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1517716
Did he get the Marys mixed up? Not sure if I saw that or not, But I do know he meant Mary
Magdalene and Jesus as a couple . It is odd though, there being two Marys.
Mara means from the sea and Magdala means Tower btw...
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Magdala - "Tower" of Strength, The female half of God, Jesus the male half of God = Twin
"Towers", Gemini Twins.
9/11. . .The Twin Towers - The ten year warning marker to destroy Jesus and Mary, the King and
Queen of Heaven.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

Magdala actually means: "Tower of fish".
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220
Yep, that also. But it does, also, mean Tower of Strength.
The Aramaic word Magdala means "tower" or "fortress." The title "Magdalene" implies greatness,
exaltation, elevation, and pre-eminence
Thanks for adding the tower of fish. That is very important, also.
Aunty Flo
User ID: 1523973
Australia
08/30/2011 07:51 PM
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No, it is not. How many one-night stands are these in these times? I've never really slept around
but now the thought of it fills me with loathing. If you think sex = love then you need your head
examined.
Is it anyones business what he got up to in the 'bed chamber'? Sex IS love, and it feels good.
What do you reckon?
Quoting: Aunty Flo
Quoting: Taomato

If you think of it as dirty.... it's dirty.
If you think of it as the physical manifestation of two hearts.... then that is what it is.

It's a matter of perspective.
A hard fucking between two people in love is also a sweet thing.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 07:51 PM

I would like to ask for a shred of proof backing this up. A REAL, ACTUAL piece of proof. Of
course, there is ZERO proof, just some speculation and sensationalism from a few. I have been
reading this post and noticed several folks state "Hell is not real" I am sure you have heard this:
the devil's best trick is to persuade you that he doesn't exist!"
Quoting: ThaBigOne
The man was crucified and resurrected Himself from the dead and still people didn't believe. So
what exactly are you asking for when you demand proof?
Quoting: HilosPP

he helped heal himself and so did his friends while he was in the grave. He was never DEAD.
Resurrection is of the soul, not the body. healing and resurrection are not the same thing. he did
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NOT die on the cross. And those around that were invisible made sure he was not stabbed in the
heart, that is why he was stabbed in the leg. The pooling blood convinced the guards he was dead
so he could be taken down and healed before he the body died. It was entirely possible however
to resurrect the body, as was also demonstrated with Lazarus who was 4 days in the grave.
These bodies are not the soul however, and do not go to heaven. they do not work there, a higher
body is needed.
Jesus (esu) then met his various friends, and the so called ascension was his entering a craft to
be transported out of there and continue the mission, which was to teach in central asia. which he
did.

People assume he went to heaven in his body and they expect their bodies to come out of graves
2000 years old and go to heaven. that is the huge false teaching on this world. Souls that have
NO made 3rd circle spirituality wait for special resurrections, and souls who have made 3rd circle,
since the days of christ, go to the mansion worlds (beginning level heaven spheres) and awaken
in a NEW BODY on the 3rd day.
Jesus already was from the very highest heaven spheres when he came here, just as I am. we
need no "resurrection" my own was probably a 1 million years or so ago, depending on how one
would measure a year, they vary on every planet. My soul's origin is not this world, it was another
Nebadon planet and I was successful in the long journey to Paradise and I have done what many
of you well do also some day. I have sat at the right hand of the father, and that was even the
teaching of Jesus here, that one day all who take the ascension journey of eternal life will one day
arrive on Paradise, at the center of the creation.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 07:53 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1506171
United States
08/30/2011 07:51 PM
Have you considered that Roman Catholic priests are illegitimate priests in the first place? And
that either way, their actions ARE IN DIRECT OPPOSITION to the teachings of Christ and the
New Testament?
History lesson: the Roman Catholic church was excommunicated by the Christian Church in 1054
AD. They have been completely severed from the Church for over 1000 years.
Using their actions as proof that the Christian doctrine is wrong is like saying people who commit
suicide by leaping off of a building are DISPROVING GRAVITY.
No... they are proving gravity to be true and themselves to be utterly moronic.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:52 PM
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What's his birth sign? I'm guessing hers is Scorpio.
Quoting: Taomato

Sagitarius 1980
Quoting: HilosPP

Mines Sagitarius, the 11th.

Quoting: Haile Menelik

December 8th = Feast of the Immaculate Conception

Sagitarius spans the zodiac between the 240th and 269th degree of celestial longitude. Generally,
the Sun transits this area of the zodiac between November 22 and December 21
December 21 = 269
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1501005
United States
08/30/2011 07:52 PM
We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Quoting: HilosPP
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so he didnt know who he was?
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:53 PM

What's his birth sign? I'm guessing hers is Scorpio.
Quoting: Taomato

Sagitarius 1980
Quoting: HilosPP

Mines Sagitarius, the 11th.

Quoting: Haile Menelik

December 8th = Feast of the Immaculate Conception

Sagitarius spans the zodiac between the 240th and 269th degree of celestial longitude. Generally,
the Sun transits this area of the zodiac between November 22 and December 21
December 21 = 269
Quoting: Sugarelf

SugarElf, my birthday is December 23, What do you know about that number?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:54 PM
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Did he get the Marys mixed up? Not sure if I saw that or not, But I do know he meant Mary
Magdalene and Jesus as a couple . It is odd though, there being two Marys.
Mara means from the sea and Magdala means Tower btw...
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Magdala - "Tower" of Strength, The female half of God, Jesus the male half of God = Twin
"Towers", Gemini Twins.
9/11. . .The Twin Towers - The ten year warning marker to destroy Jesus and Mary, the King and
Queen of Heaven.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

That's comforting :P
Quoting: HilosPP
Israel, the old covenant people, turned their backs on God and God divorced them. God made a
new covenant with His bride Mary M. It is the old covenant people who were so hateful and
wanted to destroy Jesus and Mary. Of course, God's plan is perfect. Evil cannot ever win over
Love and Truth.
(You know why God is looking down from Heaven laughing at all of His enemies ?. . . . He already
read the end of the book ! :)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

No, He is laughing because people still think He is looking down from Heaven when He is really
walking the Earth once more in the Flesh of a Man and nobody has any idea who He really is
because only the phoneys have claimed to be Him so far.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528227
Indonesia
08/30/2011 07:54 PM
2 and 2 is 5

2 and 2 is 22
V = 22 english letter
V = roman 5
V = 'Kata' in Russian
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'Kata' = Luke in Greek

human fetal heartbeat begins 22nd day of pregnancy, which is the 5th week of said pregnancy
5 weeks, aka: 5 7's
two number 2s form Omega(one inverted)
:meggywon:
the symbol itself inverted becomes: 7 5

life begins at ovulation....
Quoting: Sugarelf

'Kata' = Word in Indonesian
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:54 PM

History lesson: the Roman Catholic church was excommunicated by the Christian Church in 1054
AD.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

the Roman Catholic Church was excommunicated by the Eastern Orthodox Church in 476 AD.
Christian Church begins in Istanbul/Constantinople
Last Edited by Sugarelf on 08/30/2011 07:55 PM
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:55 PM
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No, it is not. How many one-night stands are these in these times? I've never really slept around
but now the thought of it fills me with loathing. If you think sex = love then you need your head
examined.
Is it anyones business what he got up to in the 'bed chamber'? Sex IS love, and it feels good.
What do you reckon?
Quoting: Aunty Flo
Quoting: Taomato

If you think of it as dirty.... it's dirty.
If you think of it as the physical manifestation of two hearts.... then that is what it is.

It's a matter of perspective.
A hard fucking between two people in love is also a sweet thing.
Quoting: Aunty Flo

Mmmm, it sure is....Theres a middle ground for everything, Im against promiscuity, But between a
couple who are in love, they should get down n dirty...a wife should do all she asks to please her
husband. Every inch.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:56 PM

And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

Shiva has real power ?.
Quoting: Shephardi
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Shiva was a man BTW
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1461317

Thank you for clarifying, I've been told Rhadha was the name I meant, like I said all I have read
this far, as far as religious texts are concerned, is the bible.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:56 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528227

wow....
thank you
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 07:56 PM

Have you considered that Roman Catholic priests are illegitimate priests in the first place? And
that either way, their actions ARE IN DIRECT OPPOSITION to the teachings of Christ and the
New Testament?
History lesson: the Roman Catholic church was excommunicated by the Christian Church in 1054
AD. They have been completely severed from the Church for over 1000 years.
Using their actions as proof that the Christian doctrine is wrong is like saying people who commit
suicide by leaping off of a building are DISPROVING GRAVITY.
No... they are proving gravity to be true and themselves to be utterly moronic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171
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beloveds the church is each of YOU, not a building, and that is still not understood. Your souls are
the temple of god and your bodies are but a temporary temple for your soul to have learning
experiences.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 07:57 PM
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 07:57 PM
No, it is not. How many one-night stands are these in these times? I've never really slept around
but now the thought of it fills me with loathing. If you think sex = love then you need your head
examined.
Is it anyones business what he got up to in the 'bed chamber'? Sex IS love, and it feels good.
What do you reckon?
Quoting: Aunty Flo
Quoting: Taomato
If you think of it as dirty.... it's dirty.
If you think of it as the physical manifestation of two hearts.... then that is what it is.

It's a matter of perspective.
A hard fucking between two people in love is also a sweet thing.
Quoting: Aunty Flo
Yes, two people *in love*. But you said sex = love, which is categorically false.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 07:57 PM

Life begins with the word, or honor of our mothers
Ks on the calender....trust
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 07:58 PM
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Quoting: Sugarelf

Nice !
22 fulfills the whole Tarot Majors as well.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 796629
Canada
08/30/2011 07:58 PM
The Spirit of God is in fact, much much older than Her, God destroyed and re-created several
Universes before He first met Her. He met Her in His 22nd Universe, this being the 37th He has
known.
Quoting: HilosPP

Says whom? You? Proff and links please. Jesus spent 30 years in hell? Says whom? Links for
that too.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 07:59 PM

We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
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Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Quoting: HilosPP

so he didnt know who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
riderr
User ID: 1528058
United States
08/30/2011 07:59 PM

esu was a poor homeless person.so how many have helped the sober non addicted homeless
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 07:59 PM
Did he get the Marys mixed up? Not sure if I saw that or not, But I do know he meant Mary
Magdalene and Jesus as a couple . It is odd though, there being two Marys.
Mara means from the sea and Magdala means Tower btw...
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Magdala - "Tower" of Strength, The female half of God, Jesus the male half of God = Twin
"Towers", Gemini Twins.
9/11. . .The Twin Towers - The ten year warning marker to destroy Jesus and Mary, the King and
Queen of Heaven.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

Magdala actually means: "Tower of fish".
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220
Yep, that also. But it does, also, mean Tower of Strength.
The Aramaic word Magdala means "tower" or "fortress." The title "Magdalene" implies greatness,
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exaltation, elevation, and pre-eminence
Thanks for adding the tower of fish. That is very important, also.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

And he saith unto them, Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men.
Matthew 4:19
Very important, the Church(assembly of Saints) is supposed to be strong like a tower.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 07:59 PM

History lesson: the Roman Catholic church was excommunicated by the Christian Church in 1054
AD.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

the Roman Catholic Church was excommunicated by the Eastern Orthodox Church in 476 AD.
Christian Church begins in Istanbul/Constantinople
Quoting: Sugarelf

Really? King Of Saba/Sheba ruled the terorrity of Yemen, Eritrea and Ethiopia with a rod of Iron.
Just like Christ would rule over the Heathenen. Axum was a mighty empire.
It was him after Armenia off course who declared Chrianity the State Religion of his country.
And his descendants became legends and warriors, mighty men.
Last Edited by Haile Menelik on 08/30/2011 08:00 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1506171
United States
08/30/2011 08:01 PM
History lesson: the Roman Catholic church was excommunicated by the Christian Church in 1054
AD.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171
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the Roman Catholic Church was excommunicated by the Eastern Orthodox Church in 476 AD.
Christian Church begins in Istanbul/Constantinople
Quoting: Sugarelf

What are you talking about? Yes you are correct in that the Orthodox Church excommunicated
the Romans, you are right there. But in 476 AD?
How then were the Romans invited and a part of the 7 Ecumenical Councils of the first
millennium? Or that Pope Leo III, an Orthodox bishop of Rome (pope), condemned the teachings
of certain heretics in the West who were changing the Creed of Constantinople?
Or that it wasn't until 1054 AD when the Patriarch of Constantinople Cerularius excommunicated
the Roman pope and, by proxy, all who followed him.
Get your facts straight about this. Stop spreading lies.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 08:01 PM

Catholics 'worship' this most basic of human commandments: honor thy mother
it is the heart of the faith
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 08:02 PM

Ugh, Im tired...I dont want to go but I should. ... Congrats Hilos on your flag and post.
Awesome to see Sugarelf btw !
To the Divine Providence and all your fellow Brethren my friend.
Last Edited by APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY on 08/30/2011 08:03 PM
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Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 08:02 PM

History lesson: the Roman Catholic church was excommunicated by the Christian Church in 1054
AD.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

the Roman Catholic Church was excommunicated by the Eastern Orthodox Church in 476 AD.
Christian Church begins in Istanbul/Constantinople
Quoting: Sugarelf

What are you talking about? Yes you are correct in that the Orthodox Church excommunicated
the Romans, you are right there. But in 476 AD?
How then were the Romans invited and a part of the 7 Ecumenical Councils of the first
millennium? Or that Pope Leo III, an Orthodox bishop of Rome (pope), condemned the teachings
of certain heretics in the West who were changing the Creed of Constantinople?
Or that it wasn't until 1054 AD when the Patriarch of Constantinople Cerularius excommunicated
the Roman pope and, by proxy, all who followed him.
Get your facts straight about this. Stop spreading lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

Fall of the Western Roman Empire
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:03 PM

Catholics 'worship' this most basic of human commandments: honor thy mother
it is the heart of the faith
Quoting: Sugarelf
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And honor they Father:
The Father in Heaven, the Pope, and their natural Father off course.
All three in one, make the holy trinity.
1+1+1=3
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 08:03 PM

History lesson: the Roman Catholic church was excommunicated by the Christian Church in 1054
AD.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

the Roman Catholic Church was excommunicated by the Eastern Orthodox Church in 476 AD.
Christian Church begins in Istanbul/Constantinople
Quoting: Sugarelf

Really? King Of Saba/Sheba ruled the terorrity of Yemen, Eritrea and Ethiopia with a rod of Iron.
Just like Christ would rule over the Heathenen. Axum was a mighty empire.
It was him after Armenia off course who declared Chrianity the State Religion of his country.
And his descendants became legends and warriors, mighty men.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Constantine
Constantinople = 1
Rome = 2
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:03 PM
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This is blasphemy.
Where is the source of this information regarding Jesus? Provide the sources of this "new"
information about Jesus and Mary Magdalene. Don't state the Bible - it will tear your entire
presentation to shreds.

You're completely off regarding all aspects in your original post. I'm not even a Roman Catholic
and I can tell you you're wrong, even in explaining the concept of "immaculate conception"...
The doctrine of the "Immaculate Conception" states that Mary THE MOTHER OF JESUS was
conceived without sin by her parents, so that as a pure vessel she would be able to give birth to
the Son of God, Jesus...
This is identified by the Roman Catholics as a special grace provided by God necessary for the
birth of Jesus Christ.
Also, tell me OP, which Mary (besides the mother of Jesus) is actually Mary Magdalene. Because
there are several mentioned. Which one are you talking about?
The Christians who delivered to us the Bible, which allow you to even the know the name of Jesus
Christ, testify and hold to this as faith - that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, Mary, who was
indeed bethrothed to Joseph the carpenter. She remained a virgin for the rest of your life.
That Jesus is Adam reincarnated is a stupid lie; answer this OP, who was it that walked with
Adam in the Garden of Eden? Did Adam create himself? Because it says in this same Bible that
Adam was a created being and that Jesus Christ is God IN THE FLESH. As in, THE ONE WHO
CREATED ADAM IN THE FIRST PLACE.
This isn't to try to convert any of you; I am not the person to do so. But I want to clarify the vicious
slander coming out of the OP's mouth. Wherever he is getting his information from is not the New
Testament, which tells us of Jesus in the first place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

ADAM KADMON
ADAM KADMON, the Birth of Messiah. Compiled by Apollo

In the Sephir Yetizerah. It is said that the birth of Adam took place on Rosh Hashanah, the New
year in the year . September , 3761. it is said he was the first true human being with a soul that
made him into a spiritual being.
Before Adam it is siad that 974 generations lived, or 25,000 years ago. Mankind did live in a
physical and mental form(made from the dust. Genesis 2:7) but lacked a soul. It was this soul of
Mosiach however that hovered about the waters..
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And the spirit of G-d hovered [above the waters]." Our Sages tell us that this is actually referring to
the soul of Moshiach. The Hebrew words in the verse "v'ruach Elokim m'rachefet" have the same
numerical value as the words "This is the spirit of Melech HaMoshiach" - zeh haya rucho shel
Melech HaMashiach.
(from Discover Moshiach)
Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Aveer Qadmon is the Azoth or Primitive Air from the first
matter.
Here is a interesting qoute'
Adam will supposedly be reincarnated as the Messiah, the Third Adam "when time will finally
cease." (Rev.10:6)
"Each major historical period had its progenitor who took the role of the new Adam." - 66:8
"…in the context of the larger Kabbalistic views…the secret of the name Adam apparently points
to a well-known acronym: ‘Adam, David, Mashiyah’….mean(ing) that Adam’s soul has been
reincarnated in the body of David, who will return as the Messiah… The Messiah therefore, will
possess the soul that first inhabited Adam [the primordial ideal man] and then David." - 293:189
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last
become the last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease
[according to the secret lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244 (watch pair.com)
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

The story of King David and the things he has done is more than proof that he was not Adam reincarnated, isn't it?
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 08:04 PM

Catholics 'worship' this most basic of human commandments: honor thy mother
it is the heart of the faith
Quoting: Sugarelf

I agree that is special. They do honor the Mother and Son.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1506171
United States
08/30/2011 08:04 PM
The Catholics have also forgotten that prior to 1054 AD, the Roman church was in communion
with the rest of the Christian world, until that time when the Bishop of Rome (Pope) decided to
proclaim himself the head of the entire church and demanded universal obedience to him.
Do not mistake the Roman Catholic church for the historical Christian Church. They are
schismatics who broke away from the true Church to worship their Pope. It was under HIS role
that priests were forced into celibacy and the doctrines were changed to center around him
(infallability anyone?).
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:05 PM

History lesson: the Roman Catholic church was excommunicated by the Christian Church in 1054
AD.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

the Roman Catholic Church was excommunicated by the Eastern Orthodox Church in 476 AD.
Christian Church begins in Istanbul/Constantinople
Quoting: Sugarelf

Really? King Of Saba/Sheba ruled the terorrity of Yemen, Eritrea and Ethiopia with a rod of Iron.
Just like Christ would rule over the Heathenen. Axum was a mighty empire.
It was him after Armenia off course who declared Chrianity the State Religion of his country.
And his descendants became legends and warriors, mighty men.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Constantine
Constantinople = 1
Rome = 2
Quoting: Sugarelf

Contantinople is Constantine, Constaniople has been now Istanbul= Istan+Bull=Satan. Satans
City.
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Home of the Ottomans.
Last Edited by Haile Menelik on 08/30/2011 08:06 PM
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 08:06 PM

Catholics 'worship' this most basic of human commandments: honor thy mother
it is the heart of the faith
Quoting: Sugarelf

And honor they Father:
The Father in Heaven, the Pope, and their natural Father off course.
All three in one, make the holy trinity.
1+1+1=3
Quoting: Haile Menelik

the Pope is referred to with the term 'of the father' and not 'father'

a clear distinct meaning and usage of the tongue in Latin
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 08:06 PM

This is blasphemy.
Where is the source of this information regarding Jesus? Provide the sources of this "new"
information about Jesus and Mary Magdalene. Don't state the Bible - it will tear your entire
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presentation to shreds.

You're completely off regarding all aspects in your original post. I'm not even a Roman Catholic
and I can tell you you're wrong, even in explaining the concept of "immaculate conception"...
The doctrine of the "Immaculate Conception" states that Mary THE MOTHER OF JESUS was
conceived without sin by her parents, so that as a pure vessel she would be able to give birth to
the Son of God, Jesus...
This is identified by the Roman Catholics as a special grace provided by God necessary for the
birth of Jesus Christ.
Also, tell me OP, which Mary (besides the mother of Jesus) is actually Mary Magdalene. Because
there are several mentioned. Which one are you talking about?
The Christians who delivered to us the Bible, which allow you to even the know the name of Jesus
Christ, testify and hold to this as faith - that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, Mary, who was
indeed bethrothed to Joseph the carpenter. She remained a virgin for the rest of your life.
That Jesus is Adam reincarnated is a stupid lie; answer this OP, who was it that walked with
Adam in the Garden of Eden? Did Adam create himself? Because it says in this same Bible that
Adam was a created being and that Jesus Christ is God IN THE FLESH. As in, THE ONE WHO
CREATED ADAM IN THE FIRST PLACE.
This isn't to try to convert any of you; I am not the person to do so. But I want to clarify the vicious
slander coming out of the OP's mouth. Wherever he is getting his information from is not the New
Testament, which tells us of Jesus in the first place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

ADAM KADMON
ADAM KADMON, the Birth of Messiah. Compiled by Apollo

In the Sephir Yetizerah. It is said that the birth of Adam took place on Rosh Hashanah, the New
year in the year . September , 3761. it is said he was the first true human being with a soul that
made him into a spiritual being.
Before Adam it is siad that 974 generations lived, or 25,000 years ago. Mankind did live in a
physical and mental form(made from the dust. Genesis 2:7) but lacked a soul. It was this soul of
Mosiach however that hovered about the waters..
And the spirit of G-d hovered [above the waters]." Our Sages tell us that this is actually referring to
the soul of Moshiach. The Hebrew words in the verse "v'ruach Elokim m'rachefet" have the same
numerical value as the words "This is the spirit of Melech HaMoshiach" - zeh haya rucho shel
Melech HaMashiach.
(from Discover Moshiach)
Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Aveer Qadmon is the Azoth or Primitive Air from the first
matter.
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Here is a interesting qoute'
Adam will supposedly be reincarnated as the Messiah, the Third Adam "when time will finally
cease." (Rev.10:6)
"Each major historical period had its progenitor who took the role of the new Adam." - 66:8
"…in the context of the larger Kabbalistic views…the secret of the name Adam apparently points
to a well-known acronym: ‘Adam, David, Mashiyah’….mean(ing) that Adam’s soul has been
reincarnated in the body of David, who will return as the Messiah… The Messiah therefore, will
possess the soul that first inhabited Adam [the primordial ideal man] and then David." - 293:189
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last
become the last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease
[according to the secret lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244 (watch pair.com)
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

The story of King David and the things he has done is more than proof that he was not Adam reincarnated, isn't it?
Quoting: HilosPP

Interesting deep thoughts there Hilos...
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:06 PM

Ugh, Im tired...I dont want to go but I should. ... Congrats Hilos on your flag and post.
Awesome to see Sugarelf btw !
To the Divine Providence and all your fellow Brethren my friend.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Thanks Apollo.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1506171
United States
08/30/2011 08:06 PM
Catholics do not honor the Mother or the Son. If they did, they would not have caused the Schism
of 1054, "splitting" the Church in two and leading millions of people into excommunication.
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They do not honor the Mother or the Son.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 08:07 PM
lol The un-Holy trinity: The Mother=Mary, The Son=Eesa and the un-Holy spirit=Muhammad.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 08:08 PM

the Roman Catholic Church was excommunicated by the Eastern Orthodox Church in 476 AD.
Christian Church begins in Istanbul/Constantinople
Quoting: Sugarelf

Really? King Of Saba/Sheba ruled the terorrity of Yemen, Eritrea and Ethiopia with a rod of Iron.
Just like Christ would rule over the Heathenen. Axum was a mighty empire.
It was him after Armenia off course who declared Chrianity the State Religion of his country.
And his descendants became legends and warriors, mighty men.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Constantine
Constantinople = 1
Rome = 2
Quoting: Sugarelf

Contantinople is Constantine, Constaniople has been now Istanbul= Istan+Bull=Satan. Satans
City.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
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APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 08:08 PM

Catholics 'worship' this most basic of human commandments: honor thy mother
it is the heart of the faith
Quoting: Sugarelf

And honor they Father:
The Father in Heaven, the Pope, and their natural Father off course.
All three in one, make the holy trinity.
1+1+1=3
Quoting: Haile Menelik

the Pope is referred to with the term 'of the father' and not 'father'

a clear distinct meaning and usage of the tongue in Latin
Quoting: Sugarelf

This is to Hilos, remember friend, to open your heart to all faiths including the Catholic Church, Im
sure all religions need some reformation, But all need to be loved as unique and special offspring
of the Love of God.
Its just like a Father loves all his unique kids
We have to see the beauty in all faiths....
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 08:09 PM
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lol The un-Holy trinity: The Mother=Mary, The Son=Eesa and the un-Holy spirit=Muhammad.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

Muhammad conquered the middle east with the Christian Bible in hand....
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:10 PM

This is blasphemy.
Where is the source of this information regarding Jesus? Provide the sources of this "new"
information about Jesus and Mary Magdalene. Don't state the Bible - it will tear your entire
presentation to shreds.

You're completely off regarding all aspects in your original post. I'm not even a Roman Catholic
and I can tell you you're wrong, even in explaining the concept of "immaculate conception"...
The doctrine of the "Immaculate Conception" states that Mary THE MOTHER OF JESUS was
conceived without sin by her parents, so that as a pure vessel she would be able to give birth to
the Son of God, Jesus...
This is identified by the Roman Catholics as a special grace provided by God necessary for the
birth of Jesus Christ.
Also, tell me OP, which Mary (besides the mother of Jesus) is actually Mary Magdalene. Because
there are several mentioned. Which one are you talking about?
The Christians who delivered to us the Bible, which allow you to even the know the name of Jesus
Christ, testify and hold to this as faith - that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, Mary, who was
indeed bethrothed to Joseph the carpenter. She remained a virgin for the rest of your life.
That Jesus is Adam reincarnated is a stupid lie; answer this OP, who was it that walked with
Adam in the Garden of Eden? Did Adam create himself? Because it says in this same Bible that
Adam was a created being and that Jesus Christ is God IN THE FLESH. As in, THE ONE WHO
CREATED ADAM IN THE FIRST PLACE.
This isn't to try to convert any of you; I am not the person to do so. But I want to clarify the vicious
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slander coming out of the OP's mouth. Wherever he is getting his information from is not the New
Testament, which tells us of Jesus in the first place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

ADAM KADMON
ADAM KADMON, the Birth of Messiah. Compiled by Apollo

In the Sephir Yetizerah. It is said that the birth of Adam took place on Rosh Hashanah, the New
year in the year . September , 3761. it is said he was the first true human being with a soul that
made him into a spiritual being.
Before Adam it is siad that 974 generations lived, or 25,000 years ago. Mankind did live in a
physical and mental form(made from the dust. Genesis 2:7) but lacked a soul. It was this soul of
Mosiach however that hovered about the waters..
And the spirit of G-d hovered [above the waters]." Our Sages tell us that this is actually referring to
the soul of Moshiach. The Hebrew words in the verse "v'ruach Elokim m'rachefet" have the same
numerical value as the words "This is the spirit of Melech HaMoshiach" - zeh haya rucho shel
Melech HaMashiach.
(from Discover Moshiach)
Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Aveer Qadmon is the Azoth or Primitive Air from the first
matter.
Here is a interesting qoute'
Adam will supposedly be reincarnated as the Messiah, the Third Adam "when time will finally
cease." (Rev.10:6)
"Each major historical period had its progenitor who took the role of the new Adam." - 66:8
"…in the context of the larger Kabbalistic views…the secret of the name Adam apparently points
to a well-known acronym: ‘Adam, David, Mashiyah’….mean(ing) that Adam’s soul has been
reincarnated in the body of David, who will return as the Messiah… The Messiah therefore, will
possess the soul that first inhabited Adam [the primordial ideal man] and then David." - 293:189
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last
become the last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease
[according to the secret lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244 (watch pair.com)
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

The story of King David and the things he has done is more than proof that he was not Adam reincarnated, isn't it?
Quoting: HilosPP

Interesting deep thoughts there Hilos...
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
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I was just thinking, if Jesus was David, than why did David do such dumb things. Like the story of
Bathsheeba and her husband. David saw her bathing naked on her roof and was consumed with
Lust. So he sent for her and had her and than called her husband of his post so he could send
him to a more dangerous post where he would die and than David could have her rightfully. Such
logic is definately of man and not God. And what did her husband do? Did he even lay with his
wife that night knowing he was being sent to death? No he laid at the door of the kings castle
because his brothers were in battle and he felt guilty for enjoying his life while they were out
fighting and dying. Seems to me Bathsheeba's husband was for more Christ like than David.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 08:10 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1498592

so the New Testament BS ??
Jesus and Christianity are the very definition of 'New Age'
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 08:11 PM
lol The un-Holy trinity: The Mother=Mary, The Son=Eesa and the un-Holy spirit=Muhammad.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

Muhammad conquered the middle east with the Christian Bible in hand....
Quoting: Sugarelf

lol Where's the link, is it missing?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1506171
United States
08/30/2011 08:11 PM
Catholics 'worship' this most basic of human commandments: honor thy mother
it is the heart of the faith
Quoting: Sugarelf
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And honor they Father:
The Father in Heaven, the Pope, and their natural Father off course.
All three in one, make the holy trinity.
1+1+1=3
Quoting: Haile Menelik

the Pope is referred to with the term 'of the father' and not 'father'

a clear distinct meaning and usage of the tongue in Latin
Quoting: Sugarelf

This is to Hilos, remember friend, to open your heart to all faiths including the Catholic Church, Im
sure all religions need some reformation, But all need to be loved as unique and special offspring
of the Love of God.
Its just like a Father loves all his unique kids
We have to see the beauty in all faiths....
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Not if the faiths are wrong.
And none of them are compatible with Christianity. Christianity does not allow other faiths to be
true because it claims them false by a very specific saying:
"Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by
me." (John 14:6)
If this is true, if Jesus is true and he is not a liar, and the only way to God (the Father) is through
Jesus, than any faith that has not Jesus AS HE ACTUALLY IS is wrong.
You cannot bend this. You can ignore it, you can pretend like it isn't saying what it's saying, but it's
very clear.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:12 PM
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Catholics 'worship' this most basic of human commandments: honor thy mother
it is the heart of the faith
Quoting: Sugarelf

And honor they Father:
The Father in Heaven, the Pope, and their natural Father off course.
All three in one, make the holy trinity.
1+1+1=3
Quoting: Haile Menelik

the Pope is referred to with the term 'of the father' and not 'father'

a clear distinct meaning and usage of the tongue in Latin
Quoting: Sugarelf

This is to Hilos, remember friend, to open your heart to all faiths including the Catholic Church, Im
sure all religions need some reformation, But all need to be loved as unique and special offspring
of the Love of God.
Its just like a Father loves all his unique kids
We have to see the beauty in all faiths....
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Of this I am mindful, that is why I take the time to type or Roman Catholic and direct all my
thoughts of Catholics towards the Pope and his minions. Thank you but I'm assuming some
Catholics are thinking I'm foolish enough to assume all Catholics condone child molestation?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1506171
United States
08/30/2011 08:14 PM
I was just thinking, if Jesus was David, than why did David do such dumb things. Like the story of
Bathsheeba and her husband. David saw her bathing naked on her roof and was consumed with
Lust. So he sent for her and had her and than called her husband of his post so he could send
him to a more dangerous post where he would die and than David could have her rightfully. Such
logic is definately of man and not God. And what did her husband do? Did he even lay with his
wife that night knowing he was being sent to death? No he laid at the door of the kings castle
because his brothers were in battle and he felt guilty for enjoying his life while they were out
fighting and dying. Seems to me Bathsheeba's husband was for more Christ like than David.
Quoting: HilosPP
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Except Bethsheba's husband did not give up his wife willingly, nor enter into battle knowing David
would take his wife. His life was taken from him. His wife was taken from him. And he did not
know it.
Unlike Christ: "No man taketh it from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it down,
and I have power to take it again. This commandment have I received of my Father." (John 10:18)
Quit using Biblical references (regarding David and Bethsheba) while ignoring the rest of the book
with regards to Jesus. Because the entirety of it is saying you're completely wrong.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:15 PM

Really? King Of Saba/Sheba ruled the terorrity of Yemen, Eritrea and Ethiopia with a rod of Iron.
Just like Christ would rule over the Heathenen. Axum was a mighty empire.
It was him after Armenia off course who declared Chrianity the State Religion of his country.
And his descendants became legends and warriors, mighty men.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Constantine
Constantinople = 1
Rome = 2
Quoting: Sugarelf

Contantinople is Constantine, Constaniople has been now Istanbul= Istan+Bull=Satan. Satans
City.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Mark.
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Or where the Copts the 1st?
Last Edited by Haile Menelik on 08/30/2011 08:16 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1506171
United States
08/30/2011 08:16 PM
Constantine
Constantinople = 1
Rome = 2
Quoting: Sugarelf

Contantinople is Constantine, Constaniople has been now Istanbul= Istan+Bull=Satan. Satans
City.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Marc.
Or where the Copts the 1st?
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Jerusalem was first. That is where the ministry of the Apostles began.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:18 PM

This is the first Church established by the Apostle.. all other Churches in Asia are gone..
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Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria

According to tradition, the church was established by Saint Mark the apostle and evangelist in the
middle of the 1st century (approximately AD 42).[2] The head of the church and the See of
Alexandria is the Pope of Alexandria and Patriarch of All Africa on the Holy See of Saint Mark,
currently Pope Shenouda III.
[link to en.wikipedia.org]
Last Edited by Haile Menelik on 08/30/2011 08:19 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 08:19 PM
OP AND ILLUMINATTI GUY WITH THE SATANIC INFO SPAM FTW!

THESE GAMES ARE TOO OBVIOUS
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 08:19 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

ADAM KADMON
ADAM KADMON, the Birth of Messiah. Compiled by Apollo

In the Sephir Yetizerah. It is said that the birth of Adam took place on Rosh Hashanah, the New
year in the year . September , 3761. it is said he was the first true human being with a soul that
made him into a spiritual being.
Before Adam it is siad that 974 generations lived, or 25,000 years ago. Mankind did live in a
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physical and mental form(made from the dust. Genesis 2:7) but lacked a soul. It was this soul of
Mosiach however that hovered about the waters..
And the spirit of G-d hovered [above the waters]." Our Sages tell us that this is actually referring to
the soul of Moshiach. The Hebrew words in the verse "v'ruach Elokim m'rachefet" have the same
numerical value as the words "This is the spirit of Melech HaMoshiach" - zeh haya rucho shel
Melech HaMashiach.
(from Discover Moshiach)
Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Aveer Qadmon is the Azoth or Primitive Air from the first
matter.
Here is a interesting qoute'
Adam will supposedly be reincarnated as the Messiah, the Third Adam "when time will finally
cease." (Rev.10:6)
"Each major historical period had its progenitor who took the role of the new Adam." - 66:8
"…in the context of the larger Kabbalistic views…the secret of the name Adam apparently points
to a well-known acronym: ‘Adam, David, Mashiyah’….mean(ing) that Adam’s soul has been
reincarnated in the body of David, who will return as the Messiah… The Messiah therefore, will
possess the soul that first inhabited Adam [the primordial ideal man] and then David." - 293:189
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last
become the last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease
[according to the secret lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244 (watch pair.com)
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Adam and EVE were NOT BORN on this planet apollo. they were born on Jesusem, the
headquarters world of Satania. (not related to the word satan). they were transported to earth,
about 38,000 years ago.
and they had nothing to do with the history of these people in this one small area 2000+ years
ago. In fact these Hebrews, the race, were born of one man and two women who survived a crash
landing of a craft 14,000 years ago in what is now western russia. it was a tad cold, their craft
could not be repaired, everyone else was dead and no help came, so they migrated south to
warmer land in what is now called Palestine today. They were far advanced spiritually and of DNA
than was man in that region at the time and they knew this and did not marry with the existing
races at that time. So they founded a new race of people on this world they were from Hebra.
that is the whole story beloveds of that small group of people. by the time 12,000 Years passed so
the story changed over those years and the teachings they gave to their progeny were corrupted
over time.
Several ones came to help them over those long years from Pleiades. One of those was Moses.
When Moses left with the slaves to help them home, he was guided by a craft and the manna was
provided from craft to sustain the people. it took more like 40 months than 40 years.
The sea was parted by a craft. The 10 commandments, there were more but some are lost, were
given not by a burning bush but from craft. And people from Pleiades (thiaoouba) fried Sodom and
Gomorrah too by the way. These folks on craft survived in stories as the LORD GOD. People, the
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fAther, God, whatever is SPIRIT. His SONS DO THE WORK NO HIM. OK.
People from other worlds have been colonizing this planet since the days of the dinosaurs. That is
why there are human remains with the dinosaur remains. Humans in various body types travel all
over the creation, OK.
The big bossy God, is the hierarchy. the creation IS ruled by method of government folks. There
are over 300 billlion "heavens" and about 5.6 trillion inhabited evolutionary worlds like earth. we
are not special here.
so the story of the old testament is a rendering of this one race started from one man and his two
wives. OK. That is their creation story. They apparently forgot the ancestry over 14,000 years and
a a great flood and a probably a magnetic pole reversal. their history is not accurate and you ones
think a lot of the god stuff in the OT is written by god himself. or at least babysat by a holy spirit
dude. NO so. It is a confused history of a confused people and you ones keep up the confusion
here! Isn't it becoming obvious after all these years you one work here on glp alone? Your own
churches full of shit teachings and falsehoods and then you ones, including OP here, say get it
straight or you go to hell!
God doesnt' give a fat fuck if you know the history of Jesus and Mary M or not. He give a
fat fuck about your works and your heart. Nothing more, nothing less. Jesus cannot save
you. and you don't want a god who will send you to hell because you don't understand
some piece of minute history of a confused people.
You are here to grow your souls knowledge, to learn to live each day in a holy manner and to take
responsibility for all you create. Few of you are having your first life here. You are not made into a
god by a single life.
yes I said made into a god, for it is the will of the Father that you become like him, having all
knowledge and you most certainly do not obtain all knowledge in a short life time of under 100
years, or any lifetime. Learning will go on in fact for all of eternity for you. there will always be
changes and issues.
Michael of Nebadon, the Father of Nebadon, and ruler of 3.8 million planets plus the heaven
worlds of Nebadon, doens't know it all. He is still learning.
Now, get about growing yourself and stop this bullshit of telling people they go to hell if they don't
get the story of Mary and Jesus right and like shit. It doesn't matter.
What you ARE matters. What you are becoming matters. Your works matter. Heaven is open to
you if you never heard the name Jesus and his name was not Jesus, Paul (Saul) made it up.
Please start growing your spirits. for that IS important. there is NO hell fire, but there are more
nasty planets you can live on if you remain nasty. Ponder that one. Heaven is PLANETS people.
Just getter planets than this one.
this is a prison ward for thugs of all kinds. MIchael of Nebadon came to open the prison doors, but
you must walk thru them. there are 10 billion galactic thugs and fallen angels on this prison world.
he came to offer his hand, to forgive you, to welcome you home. but only YOU can take that
journey.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
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08/30/2011 08:20 PM
THE SUN IS REALLY THE SON OF GOD BECAUSE THEY ARE SPELT SIMILARLY.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1345212
United States
08/30/2011 08:20 PM
why are you discussing shit that happened 2,000 yrs ago like it means anything today?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:20 PM

I was just thinking, if Jesus was David, than why did David do such dumb things. Like the story of
Bathsheeba and her husband. David saw her bathing naked on her roof and was consumed with
Lust. So he sent for her and had her and than called her husband of his post so he could send
him to a more dangerous post where he would die and than David could have her rightfully. Such
logic is definately of man and not God. And what did her husband do? Did he even lay with his
wife that night knowing he was being sent to death? No he laid at the door of the kings castle
because his brothers were in battle and he felt guilty for enjoying his life while they were out
fighting and dying. Seems to me Bathsheeba's husband was for more Christ like than David.
Quoting: HilosPP

Except Bethsheba's husband did not give up his wife willingly, nor enter into battle knowing David
would take his wife. His life was taken from him. His wife was taken from him. And he did not
know it.
Unlike Christ: "No man taketh it from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it down,
and I have power to take it again. This commandment have I received of my Father." (John 10:18)
Quit using Biblical references (regarding David and Bethsheba) while ignoring the rest of the book
with regards to Jesus. Because the entirety of it is saying you're completely wrong.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

I know he didn't give her up willingly, David sent him into battle to be killed. If he would given her
up willingly he wouldn't have had to die would he? And I don't know if you have actually taken the
time to read this or not but it is an attempt to make it known that The Roman Catholic Empire has
slowly erased God's truth from the Bible over the years.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:21 PM
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Contantinople is Constantine, Constaniople has been now Istanbul= Istan+Bull=Satan. Satans
City.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Marc.
Or where the Copts the 1st?
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Jerusalem was first. That is where the ministry of the Apostles began.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

True, but they are gone. Except the Churches in Africa, the last surviving ones..
Revelation 2
5 Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first works; or else I
will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou repent.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 08:22 PM
TOO MUCH SATANIC INFORMATION SPAM FOR ME TO FOCUS ARGH!!! I NEED A SYMBOL
TO HELP RAISE MY CONCIOUSNESS

Idol1::Idol1: AAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH!!! THERE WE GO. ADAM AND EVE WERE ON EARTH
THEIR WHOLE LIFE.
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HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:23 PM

THE SUN IS REALLY THE SON OF GOD BECAUSE THEY ARE SPELT SIMILARLY.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

You ever consider that fact that the reason the Sanhedrin hated Jesus claiming to be "The Son of
Man" was because He was running around saying I AM THE SUN OF MAN?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 08:24 PM
I HATE WHEN PEOPLE MAKE SHIT UP TO DELIBERATELY FOOL THE NAIVE. THIS THREAD
IS ALL BOLLOCKS.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528185
United States
08/30/2011 08:24 PM
The Catholics have also forgotten that prior to 1054 AD, the Roman church was in communion
with the rest of the Christian world, until that time when the Bishop of Rome (Pope) decided to
proclaim himself the head of the entire church and demanded universal obedience to him.
Do not mistake the Roman Catholic church for the historical Christian Church. They are
schismatics who broke away from the true Church to worship their Pope. It was under HIS role
that priests were forced into celibacy and the doctrines were changed to center around him
(infallability anyone?).
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

The Pope is infallible on faith and morals only. Pope Paul the VI did not cave on contraception
when the rest of the world did, including Protestants. It's a shame, look at the fruit of
contraception, all bad. Health, not much of a next generation, destruction of the family, etc, etc.
Nobody worships the Pope or Mary, this is immature nonsense.
A justification to remain Protestant.
Protesting since 1517 and dividing, one new Protestant sect
started every week since 1517 ~
One day, very soon, you will understand better, trust me.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 08:24 PM
THE SUN IS REALLY THE SON OF GOD BECAUSE THEY ARE SPELT SIMILARLY.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

You ever consider that fact that the reason the Sanhedrin hated Jesus claiming to be "The Son of
Man" was because He was running around saying I AM THE SUN OF MAN?
Quoting: HilosPP

JESUS SPOKE ENGLISH AND HIS NAME WAS JESUS? NEWS TO ME.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:24 PM

why are you discussing shit that happened 2,000 yrs ago like it means anything today?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1345212

Haha, tell that to the countries at war right now fighting over it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 08:25 PM
THE SUN IS REALLY THE SON OF GOD BECAUSE THEY ARE SPELT SIMILARLY.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528185
United States
08/30/2011 08:27 PM
THE SUN IS REALLY THE SON OF GOD BECAUSE THEY ARE SPELT SIMILARLY.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279
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You ever consider that fact that the reason the Sanhedrin hated Jesus claiming to be "The Son of
Man" was because He was running around saying I AM THE SUN OF MAN?
Quoting: HilosPP

God created the "marital act", you're a fool OP to mock
Our Lord. Change. There are "higher" things but since
you are a mere human, you try to make God, Jesus Christ only human.
Realize even though you deny it here. Jesus Christ is
fully God and fully man.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:30 PM

Jesus is the Alpha and the Omega.
The Beginning and the End.
He was there from the Beginning and he will be there at the End.
Hebrews 1
13 But to which of the angels said he at any time, Sit on my right hand, until I make thine enemies
thy footstool?
Jesus confirming he will be coming in the End of Days
Marcus 14
61 But he held his peace, and answered nothing. Again the high priest asked him, and said unto
him, Art thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed?
62 And Jesus said, I am: and ye shall see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, and
coming in the clouds of heaven.
Jesus confirming he was from the Beginning and he will be in the End..
Revelation 1
7 Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every eye shall see him, and they also which pierced him:
and all kindreds of the earth shall wail because of him. Even so, Amen.
8 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was,
and which is to come, the Almighty.
Quoting: Haile Menelik
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^Watcher^
User ID: 1507851
United States
08/30/2011 08:30 PM

Jesus Christ/Yahushua Ha Mashiach is the THE WAY, THE TRUTH and THE LIFE! No man
comes to the Father except by Him! Choose your side wisely...the time for reckoning has come!
Peace.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528185
United States
08/30/2011 08:30 PM
why are you discussing XXX that happened 2,000 yrs ago like it means anything today?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1345212

Haha, tell that to the countries at war right now fighting over it.
Quoting: HilosPP

Like your vulgar talk, it helps and is so convincing.

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:30 PM
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THE SUN IS REALLY THE SON OF GOD BECAUSE THEY ARE SPELT SIMILARLY.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

You ever consider that fact that the reason the Sanhedrin hated Jesus claiming to be "The Son of
Man" was because He was running around saying I AM THE SUN OF MAN?
Quoting: HilosPP

God created the "marital act", you're a fool OP to mock
Our Lord. Change. There are "higher" things but since
you are a mere human, you try to make God, Jesus Christ only human.
Realize even though you deny it here. Jesus Christ is
fully God and fully man.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528185

Make sure to bring me up when you stand before Him and receive your judgement.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 08:32 PM
THE SUN IS REALLY THE SON OF GOD BECAUSE THEY ARE SPELT SIMILARLY.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

IT'S IN ZEITGEIST BUDDY. THE TRUEST DOCUMENTARY ON THE SUBJECT EVER!!!
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:32 PM
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the time for reckoning has come!
Peace.
Quoting: ^Watcher^

Slow down sister we dont want recockoning!

Peace.

EternalTruthSeeker
User ID: 1159571
France
08/30/2011 08:32 PM
Big lack of knowledge reached in this thread !!

Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:35 PM

Big lack of knowledge reached in this thread !!

Quoting: EternalTruthSeeker
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Spiritual Knowledge from Heaven.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 08:35 PM

Jesus Christ/Yahushua Ha Mashiach is the THE WAY, THE TRUTH and THE LIFE! No man
comes to the Father except by Him! Choose your side wisely...the time for reckoning has come!
Peace.
Quoting: ^Watcher^

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:37 PM
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Jesus Christ/Yahushua Ha Mashiach is the THE WAY, THE TRUTH and THE LIFE! No man
comes to the Father except by Him! Choose your side wisely...the time for reckoning has come!
Peace.
Quoting: ^Watcher^

Goody goody gum drops.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 08:39 PM
Big lack of knowledge reached in this thread !!

Quoting: EternalTruthSeeker

TEACH US OH WISE ONE.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:40 PM

Big lack of knowledge reached in this thread !!

Quoting: EternalTruthSeeker

TEACH US OH WISE ONE.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

Guru
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skynet144
User ID: 1528144
United States
08/30/2011 08:41 PM
The Spirit of God is in fact, much much older than Her, God destroyed and re-created several
Universes before He first met Her. He met Her in His 22nd Universe, this being the 37th He has
known.
Quoting: HilosPP

Says whom? You? Proff and links please. Jesus spent 30 years in hell? Says whom? Links for
that too.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 796629

Ever thought about visiting Oklahoma?
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